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About This Game

Magic is not an art or religion. Magic is a craft.

Experience an amazing and unforgettable adventure set in a dark fantasy universe!

Spellcrafter is an RPG game with deep tactical turn-based combat and a unique spell casting system. Explore the magical world,
collect gold, interact with NPCs, take quests and make moral choices! Recruit heroes, assemble and summon powerful troops

and send them into battle!

The unique feature of Spellcrafter is the spell casting system. The game recognizes the sign you draw on the screen and
automatically chooses the appropriate spell from the spellbook. If you don’t remember the correct sign you are able to consult

the spellbook, but beware! Reaching for the spellbook takes additional time and the quicker you cast your spell, the more
powerful it will be!
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The game is divided into 3 acts. Each act tells a part of a compelling and magical story about the nature of reality, power and
morality. Additionally, each act features 3 levels with a different setting and a different playable character (human,

necromancer, elf).
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Title: Spellcrafter
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Jujubee S.A.
Publisher:
Jujubee S.A.
Release Date: 4 May, 2015
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English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Portuguese,Russian
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RTK 11 with PUK is the absolute pinnacle of addictive Koei gameplay. Too bad about English. I was forced to memorize what
the buttons do through trial and error. But it was well worth that pain.. Awesome game!. Refund button works
10/10 steam refunds. i love this game its really scary i like it... I can't recommend this game. I waited to see if the author would
change some parts in HeroFall, particularly regarding the Prodigal route before expressing an opinion, but since there won't be
any change according to the guide posted on Facebook, I definitely can't recommend this trilogy.

The first opus may have a good balance between imposed choices and player choices (mainly thanks to some updates), things
turn differently in the second opus. HeroProject makes the character of the player more spectator than actor of her own choices.
Even if there's some improvement in terms of choices in HeroFall, the game leans more toward linearity, all of which can cause
more frustration than fun for the player.

In addition to all this, clearly, some characters in the story receive preferential treatment compared to others, for example, Black
Magic. Those who have played the game will understand what I mean.

If you want a linear game then this trilogy is for you. If you want a game with choices, I would advise you to look other games
from Choice of games.. So, The Videokid, really cool game. Would highly recommend it-- especially for the small price tag.
The premise is simple enough and the excecution is done quite well. The game is making you through almost what I would
consider a rail arcade game where you have to deliver as many videos as possible while also making your way to your girlfriend.
The score attack part of the game keeps you on your toes while the incentive to collect money also for skins and tricks makes
sure there is a benchmark for how good you are getting. The design of the level is ingenious, with plenty of nostalgic references
to make sure you keep grinning as you go along. The secret level is cool as well. Overall, the game is fantastic, my only knock
on it being that the loading times are "too long" for a game that is all about failing and repeating. (Too long as compared to
super hexagon that is almost instantaneous). Appart from that, definately buy it if you get the chance.
. Very recommended for anyone who likes math and roguelikes*. The game taught me, not explicitly but by experience, that
there aren't parallel lines on a hyperbolic plane. "Obviously," you say, "there couldn't be." But i treasure my recollection of that
frisson of realization. My brain has different topologies in it because of this game.

*game contains no overt hunger or character upgrade mechanics. The new Super Hexagon, but in 3D to make sure your brain
melts even more than before. Really great, addictive and, as usual with those types of games, puts you in strange competition
against yourself where you don't want to quit until you've beaten your own score :p
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I bought this game with sale coupon, it's worth the money :)

+Trading cards. HyperRogue is a remarkable tour through non-Euclidian geometry. I never thought I'd be able to imagine what
it would actually be like to live in an M.C. Escher drawing, but now I can visualize it! The gameplay is surprisingly deep, and
you can easily sink many hours into exploring and surviving in this strange world. The music is unremarkable, and I eventually
took to listening to podcasts while playing. I haven't beaten the game, and I'm not sure I ever will, because this game is
MASSIVE—the number of unique worlds to explore is truly astounding. There isn't much of a plot though, so I don't feel like
I'm missing out on too much.
I highly recommend HyperRogue, particularly if you enjoy having your brain warped to places near-impossible to imagine.
May the power of geometry be with you, fellow explorer; you'll need it in these lands.... I only have two [severely minor] gripes
about Last Dream.

- F12 Steam override; cannot take screenshots. F12 merely takes you back to the main menu without warning.

- 540x420 (estimated) windowed mode only. I am aware, however, that this is par for the course with any RPG Maker game.
Even with my glasses, I sometimes have to strain to see what's going on, but whatever -- the gameplay is delicious, and I make
do. ;)

Well done, White Giant. Best RPG Maker game I've ever played, hands down. Boundless items, great class selections, fun and
engaging puzzles reminiscent of Lufia / Lufia 2 (SNES), and convenient point distribution systems for leveling and skills. The
ability to choose the difficulty level, as well as the enemy encounter rate, is also extremely beneficial.. Your choices don't
matter.

Go read a book or something.. I was kind of less than enthused with the first GT pack they added but because of the promise of
this pack I hoped that maybe Namco Bandai would redeem itself...unfortunately this pack is kind of worse than the first.
They added in a handful of costumes none of which are really that great or worth owning, the characters in this DLC are a bit
better in my opinion than those in the first pack but the main story missions are over in the blink of an eye leaving you feeling
less than resolved and the three added PQs do add some extra play time BUT overall this pack is over so fast you're almost left
wondering what they really added at all.
It feels fragmented, as if they chopped a full GT pack into two halves to get more money out of their customers. It's nice to see
love for GT but this isn't the way to do it. Unless you are a solid completionist and hardcore Dragon Ball fan I say skip it
because nothing in this pack enhances the game enough to warrant a $9.99 asking price.. Title has been made free, so changing
my recommendation to a yes as it is fun little movie.. Sparkle 2 was a relaxing game. It looked beautiful, had a calming
soundtrack and simple gameplay. It only got a bit difficult towards the end or if you were being a perfectionist. The evolution
was interesting if a little basic.

Sparkle 3 is not relaxing at all, and so gets judged by a different set of criteria.
You can only progress by doing certain missions that require full concentration and involve stress. The design is nice, however
the walls (coral or something) are very difficult to properly make out. You will be constantly surprised when you bash off a wall
or don't.
The noise effect for banging off a wall is very jarring and needless. This helps to ruin the soundtrack which is otherwise decent.
The evolution is agian basic and based on 3 linear paths.

A significan step backwards. 5/10. I would recommend this game, but only for the writing. The detailed writing is excellent, a
great experience. A wonderfull intense athmosphere, but the story in all was too confusing and too short. There were things that
will not be explained and so I didn't know what actually really happened. That is sad. There could be more.

Also a pro: the perfectly matched music\/sound.
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